In this paper, we present an end-to-end training framework for building state-of-the-art end-to-end speech recognition systems.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep learning techniques have significantly improved speech recognition accuracy [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . This improvement has come about from the shift from Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to the Feed-Forward Deep Neural Networks (FF-DNNs), FF-DNNs to Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and in particular the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [9] . Thanks to these advances, voice assistant devices such as Google Home [2, 10] , Amazon Alexa or Samsung Bixby [11] are being used at many homes and on personal devices.
Recently there has been increasing interest in switching from the conventional Weighted Finite State Transducer (WFST) based decoder using an Acoustic Model (AM) and a Language Model (LM) to a complete end-to-end all-neural speech recognition systems [12, 13, 14] . These complete end-to-end systems have started surpassing Thanks to Samsung Electronics for funding this research. The authors are thankful to Executive Vice President Seunghwan Cho, Ravichander Vipperla, Nicholas Lane, and members of Speech Processing Lab at Samsung Research. the performance of the conventional WFST-based decoders with a very large training database [15] , a better choice of target unit such as Byte Pair Encoded (BPE) subword units, and an improved training methodology such as Minimum Word Error Rate (MWER) training [16] .
Another important aspect in building high-performance speech recognition systems is the amount and the coverage of the training data. To build high performance speech recognition systems for conversational speech, we need to use a large amount of speech data covering various domains [17] . In [18] , it has been shown that we need a very large training set (∼125,000 hours of semi-supervised speech data) to achieve high speech recognition accuracy for difficult tasks like video captioning. To train neural networks using such large amounts of speech data, we usually need multiple Central Processing Units (CPUs) or Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) [19, 20] .
With widespread adoption of voice assistant speakers, far-field speech recognition has become very important. In far-field speech recognition, the impacts of reverberation and noise are much larger than those in near-field cases. Traditional approaches to far-field speech recognition include noise robust feature extraction algorithms [21, 22, 23] , or multi-microphone approaches [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] . More recently, approaches using data augmentation has been gaining popularity for far-field speech recognition [31, 32, 33, 34, 35 ]. An "acoustic simulator" [2, 36] is used to generate simulated speech utterances for millions of different room dimensions, a wide distribution of reverberation time and signal-to-noise ratio. In a similar spirit, Vocal Tract Length Perturbation (VTLP) has been proposed [37] to tackle the speaker variability issue. As shown in our recent paper [1] , VTLP is especially useful when the speaker variability in the training database is not sufficient. For these kinds of data augmentation, processing on CPUs is more desirable than processing on GPUs. Due to this, we have proposed an end-to-end training approach using Example Servers (ES) and workers. Example servers are typically run on the CPU cluster performing data reading, data augmentation, and feature extraction [19, 36] . In this paper, we describe the structure of our end-to-end training system to train an end-to-end speech recognition system. This training system has several advantages over previous systems described in [36] . First, instead of using the QueueRunner, we use a more efficient data queue using tf.data in Tensorflow [38] . Second, instead of pre-calculating information about room configurations and room impulse responses in the acoustic simulator, these are calculated onthe-fly. Thus, the entire training system runs on-the-fly. Additionally, instead of using the parameter server-worker structure, we use an allreduce approach implemented in the Horovod [39] distributed training framework, which has been shown to be more efficient. The Fig. 1 : The Samsung Research end-to-end training framework for building an end-to-end speech recognition system with multi CPU-GPU clusters and on-the-fly data processing and augmentation pipeline. system described in [19] , is designed to train the acoustic model part of the speech recognition system where as our training system trains the complete end-to-end speech recognition system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We describe the entire training system structure in detail in Sec. 2. The structure of the end-to-end speech recognition system is described in Sec. 3. Experimental results that demonstrates the effectiveness of our speech recognition system is presented in Sec. 4. We conclude in Sec. 5.
OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE END-TO-END SPEECH RECOGNITION
In this section, we describe the overall structure of our end-to-end training system. Fig. 1 shows how the entire system is structured.
Our system consists of a cluster of CPUs and a cluster of GPUs. Each GPU node of the GPU cluster has eight Nvidia™P-40, P-100 or V-100 GPUs and two Intel E5-2690 v4 CPUs. Each of these CPUs has 14 cores. The large box on the left hand side of Fig. 1 denoted "GPU cluster" shows a typical GPU node with N GPUs. The large box on the right shows a "CPU cluster" of M CPUs, each running an independent data pipeline.
Training job launch
The main process of the training system runs on one of CPU cores of the GPU cluster. This CPU portion of the GPU node is represented as a box in the right hand side of the GPU node box. When the training job starts, this main training process launches multiple example server jobs on the CPU cluster using the IBM Platform LSF [40] . In Fig. 1 , this launching process is represented by a dashed arrow from the CPU portion of the GPU node to the CPU cluster.
Data reading using an example queue
In the CPU cluster, each CPU runs one example server which reads speech utterance and transcript data from sharded TFRecords defined in Tensorflow [38] . The TFRecord format is a simple format in Tensorflow for storing a sequence of binary records. To support efficient reading using multiple CPUs, we use sharded TFRecords.
To read large-scale data efficiently in parallel, we use an example queue shown in the left side of Fig. 1 . The original speech waveform data, transcripts, and meta data are stored in sharded TFRecords. The data pipeline is implemented using tf.data in Tensorflow [38] , and contains the data augmentation and feature extraction blocks. These tf.data APIs are efficient in building complex pipelines by applying a series of elementary operations. We perform data interleaving and parallel reading using tf.contrib.data.parallel interleave, shuffling using tf.data.Datatset.shuffle, and padding using tf.data.Dataset.padded batch.
Data augmentation and feature extraction
To improve robustness against speaker variability, we apply an onthe-fly VTLP algorithm on the input waveform [1] . The warping factor is generated randomly for each input utterance. Unlike conventional VTLP approaches in [37, 41] , we resynthesize the processed speech. The purpose of doing this is to apply VTLP before applying the acoustic simulator to the input waveform. This is quite natural that data augmentation to model speaker variability should be performed before the data augmentation to model acoustic variability. One more advantage is that this resynthesis approach enables us to use a window length optimal for VTLP different from that used in feature processing. We apply a blinear transformation [42] to per- form frequency warping to model speaker variability due to the difference in the vocal tract length. In the bilinear transformation, the relation between the input and output discrete-time frequencies is given by:
where
is the output discrete-time frequency, and K is the DFT size. More details about our VTLP algorithm is described in detail in [1] . The acoustic simulator in Fig. 1 is similar to what we described in [2, 36] . One difference compared to our previous one in [2] is that we do not pre-calculate room impulse responses, but instead they are calculated on-the-fly. For feature processing we use tf.data.Dataset.map API. Instead of using the more conventional log-mel or MFCC features, we use the power mel filterbank energies, since it shows slightly better performance [1, 43] . Motivated by our previous research of using power-law nonlinearity with a power coefficient between 1 15 [44, 45, 46 ] and 1 10 [47], we apply the power-law nonlinearity of (·) 1 15 to the mel filterbank coefficients. We refer to this feature as power-mel filterbank coefficients.
Parameter calculation and update
The features and the target labels are sent to the GPU cluster using the ZeroMQ [48] asynchronous messaging queue. Each example server sends these data asynchronously to the CPU portion of the GPU node as shown in Fig 1. Using these data, neural network parameters are calculated and updated using an Adam optimizer and the Horovod [39] allreduce approach. Fig. 3 shows how many CPUs in the example server per GPU are required to provide sufficient data to the GPU cluster. In this experiment, we used a 10,000-hr anonymized Bixby English training set. We trained a streaming end-to-end model using the Monotonic CHunkwise Attention (MoCha) algorithm [49] . The details about our MoCha implemention are discussed in [50] . In the example server, we ran the VTLP data augmentation [1] , acoustic simulator [2] and feature extraction modules shown in Fig. 2 . In this experiment, we used four Nvidia™V-100 GPUs with 32-GB memory in the GPU cluster. Fig. 3a shows how much time is required to finish one epoch of training. When data augmentation is not applied, 65.6hours were required to finish one epoch of training. Fig. 3a shows us that three CPUs per GPU (total 12 CPUs for 4 GPUs) are required to obtain a comparable throughput. If we use four or five CPUs per GPU, as shown in Fig. 3a , the training is even slightly faster than the case without the example-server-based data-augmentation. We think that this happened because of more efficient data processing with the example server. When we do not perform data augmentation using example servers, feature extraction and data reading are performed on a limited numbers of CPUs inside the GPU cluster, which might add some latency during the training. Thus, it is possible that the training with data augmentation using example servers may be even slightly faster than the baseline case without data-augmentation using example servers. Fig. 3b shows the portion of the time used forTensorflow computation. This portion of time is defined by:
If GPUs in the GPU cluster are not given sufficient amount of data, these GPUs will remain idle. Thus, tsession in (2) is a good indicator to see whether the example server provides sufficient amount of processed features. From this figure, we may conclude that three ∼ four CPUs per GPU (total 12 ∼ 16 CPUs for 4 GPUs) are required to keep GPUs busy enough. In our experiments using the 10,000-hr Bixby training set in Sec. 4, we used 8 GPUs and 40 CPUs (5 CPUs per GPU) during the training.
STRUCTURE OF THE END-TO-END SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM
We have adopted the RETURNN speech recognition system [51, 52] for training our end-to-end system with various modifications. Some of the important modifications are: replacing the input data pipeline with our proposed on-the-fly example server based pipeline with support for VTLP and acoustic simulation, implementing the Monotonic Chunkwise Attention (MoChA) [49] for online streaming end-to-end speech recognition, minimum Word Error Rate (mWER) training, support for handling Korean language or script, our own scoring and Inverse Text Normalization (ITN) modules, support for power mel filterbank features [1, 43] , etc. We have tried various types of training strategies for better performance [53, 54] . Our MoCha implementation and optimization are described in very detail in our another paper [50] . The structure of our entire end-to-end speech recognition system is shown in Fig. 2. x[m] and y l are the input power mel filterbank energy vector and the output label, respectively. m is the input frame index and l is the decoder output step index. c l is the context vector calculated as a weighted sum of the encoder hidden state vectors denoted as h enc [m]. The attention weights are computed as a softmax of energies computed as a function of the encoder hidden state h enc [m], the decoder hidden state h dec l , and the attention weight feedback β l [m] [52] .
In [52] , the peak value of the speech waveform is normalized to be one. However, since finding the peak sample value is not possible for online feature extraction, we do not perform this normalization. We modified the input pipeline so that the online feature generation can be performed. We disabled the clipping of feature range between -3 and 3, which is the default setting for the Librispeech experiment using MFCC features in [52] . We conducted experiments using both the uni-directional and bi-directional Long Short-Term Memories (LSTMs) [9] in the encoder. However, only the uni-directional LSTMs are used in the decoder. For online speech recognition experiments, we used the MoChA models [49] with a chunk size of 2. In MoCha experiments, we used only the unidirectional LSTMs both in the encoder and the decoder to enable streaming recognition. For better stability in LSTM training, we use the gradient clipping by global norm [55] , which is implemented as tf.clip by global norm API in Tensorflow [38] . We use six layers of encoders and one layer of decoder followed by a softmax layer.
In performing shallow-fusion with an external LM, our approach is slightly different from the previously known approaches [56, 57] to obtain better performance. we used the following equation: − λp log P (y l ) + λlm log P (y l |y 0:l ) ,
where we have an additional term λp log P (y l ) for subtracting the prior bias that the model has learned from the training corpus. In (3) L is the length of the output label hypothesis. λp and λlm are weights for the prior probability and the LM prediction probability, respectively. In (3), we represented sequences following the Python slice notation. For example, x[0 : M ] denotes the sequence of the input acoustic features of length M , and y0:L is a sequence of output labels of length L.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present a summary of experimental results obtained with our end-to-end speech recognition systems built using the proposed Table 1 , we compare the performance between the baseline MFCC and the power-law of (·) 1 15 features for a Bidirectional Full Attention (BFA) end-to-end model with an LSTM cell size of 1536 on the LibriSpeech database [3] . Especially for test-other, which is a more difficult task, the power mel filterbank coefficients shows better performance than the baseline MFCC. Thus, we use the power-mel filterbank coefficients as the default feature in our end-to-end system. All the following results in this section were obtained using the power-mel filterbank coefficients. Table 3 shows word error rates on the LibriSpeech testsets obtained by applying shallow-fusion with a Transformer LM [60, 61] using (3) . As shown in this table, we conducted experiments with different beam sizes, λp and λlm parameters in (3) . The best result we obtained using a Transformer LM in Table 3 is significantly better than the result we obtained with a LSTM LM in Table 2 .
In Table 4 , we summarize our WER results for both the Lib-riSpeech and Bixby end-to-end ASR models. In the case of the Bixby model, we optionally used an external RNN-LM trained using around 65GB of the Bixby LM corpus with an architecture exactly similar to the LibriSpeech LM model used in [52] . The cell sizes of the LibriSpeech model and the Bixby model in Table 4 are 1536 and 1024 respectively. For comparison, the best WFST based conventional LSTM-HMM based ASR system gives a WER of 8.85% on the Bixby same open domain test set. We can see that our current Bixby end-to-end BFA model is ∼10% better, while our MoChA streaming model is ∼10% poorer compared to the conventional WFST based DNN-HMM system. The performance of our far-field end-to-end ASR model trained using the proposed structure in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4 . In this experiment, we used the same Far-field recording using this Bixby command set was performed by playing back utterances using a loud speaker at 5-meter distance in a real room. The reverberation time in this recording room was measured to be T60 = 430ms. We used two microphones on a prototype Galaxy Home Mini to record this far-field speech. The distance between two microphones is 6.8 cm. We simulated far-field additive noise by playing back three different types of noise using loud speakers. In Fig. 4a , we used a single loud speaker located at 1-meter distance from the microphone to simulate direct noise from a television. In Figs. 4b and 4c , we used four loud speakers oriented to different directions to simulate diffuse noise. On the prototype Galaxy home Mini device, the two-microphone signals are enhanced using a beamformer based on the Neural Network supported Generalized Eigenvalue (NN-GEV) algorithm [59] . In Fig. 4 , we evaluated speech recognition accuracy using three different systems. NBP+VTLP+AS denotes a system which uses the VTLP system and the acoustic simulator described in this paper for data augmentation in model training, and additionally uses this NN-GEV-based beamformer for signal enhancement. NBF in this future stands for this Neural Beam Former (NBF). VTLP+AS denotes a system employing the VTLP system and the acoustic simulator without using this beamformer. baseline denotes a system which was trained using utterances recorded in close-talking environments without any further processing. As can be seen in these figures, data augmentation technique significantly enhances speech recognition accuracy under the far-field environments. We also observe that the data augmentation algorithm described in Sec. 2 does not harm the clean performance, thus we may use the same data augmentation both for the close-talking and the far-field environments. In case of the direct TV noise in Fig. 4a and babble noise in Fig. 4c , we observe that further improvement is achieved by employing a NN-GEV-based beamformer.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a new end-to-end training framework and strategies for training state-of-the-art end-to-end speech recognition systems.
Our training system utilizes a cluster of Central Processing Units (CPUs) and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). The entire data reading, large scale data augmentation, neural network parameter updates are performed on-the-fly using example servers and sharded TFRecords and tf.data. We use vocal tract length perturbation and an acoustic simulator for data augmentation. Horovod allreduce approach is employed to train the neural network pa-rameters using Adam optimizer. We evaluated the effectiveness of our system on the standard Librispeech corpus [3] and 10,000-hr anonymized Bixby English training and test sets both in near-field as well as far-field scenarios.
